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Where    Do    I    Print?
Last Spring I was informed by the print shop I use that my orders would have to be more than 

$30 or they would not be able to print my project. I quickly realized that I did not know any other 

places to print besides the lab available to graphic design students at the University of Baltimore. 

Unfortunately, the lab would not work for the printing job I needed. I had to ask around to find out 

where some other students were printing in order to finish my print portfolio. After talking with a 

few students at UB I decided to further investigate printing in Baltimore. After all, if I encountered 

this problem, I’m sure other students did as well. 

I completed an initial Google search for “printing in Baltimore” and very few options appeared. The 

first few looked more like the Yellow Pages, listing just company names. The only information I 

gained from my search was a list of some printers and their phone numbers, but nothing about the 

services they offered or anything about their printing capabilities. This was not helpful at all. That 

was when I decided that for my thesis project I wanted to create a local, comprehensive resource 

for printing in the Baltimore-area in the form of an interactive website for the Baltimore graphic 

design and creative community. My website will help graphic designers of all abilities find the 

information they need when printing in Baltimore.

Evolution    of    Printing    Technology
Technology in the field of printing has a long history and Baltimore shares in a rich part of that 

history. The Gutenberg press was invented during the 15th century and skilled workers took hours 

to put together an article for printing.1 Printers had to manually set type and work the press in 

order to create the final product (See Appendix A). Baltimore’s Mary Katherine Goddard is one 

example of a printer who engaged in this process (See Appendix B). Originally from New England, 

Goddard took an interest in typesetting, printing and journalism during the late 18th century. 

She had to do everything by hand in the same way it had been done for centuries before. Mary 

Katherine’s brother, William Goddard, opened the first printing business in Providence, Rhode 
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Island, and later moved to Baltimore to start a newspaper. Mary Katherine moved to Baltimore and 

took over her brother’s two newspapers to become editor and publisher of the Maryland Journal and 

the Baltimore Advertiser in 1773 (See Appendix C).2 The office building that housed the Goddards’ 

newspapers would later be replaced by The Sun Iron Building, which housed the Baltimore Sun in 

the late 1800’s.3 In addition to being the editor and publisher of two Baltimore newspapers, Mary 

Katherine was also named Postmaster of Baltimore, and through her connections in that position 

was able to find out information about the Revolutionary War. She then published some of the first 

reports of that information. Mary Katherine Goddard also made history when she published the first 

copy of the Declaration of Independence that included the signers’ names (See Appendix D).4 

The Industrial Revolution, which took place in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, jump-started 

the many changes we have seen in printing machinery over the last few centuries. In 1800, the 

printing press that had been made out of wood for hundreds of years previously was completely 

cast out of iron for the first time (See Appendix E). This press was still run by hand and had levers 

to give workers more control.5 During the first half of the 19th century, there were many changes 

to the printing press. Gears and electric power were added to create a press that worked four times 

faster than a hand-operated press (See Appendix F). A steam-driven press could print 400 sheets 

per hour.6 Up to this point, printing was done on a flat bed. The invention of the first cylinder 

press (a press that has a curved plate with type and a flat section that holds paper) allowed 1,000 

to 4,000 prints an hour (See Appendix G).6 Richard Hoe invented the rotary press in 1844 (See 

Appendix H). Rotary presses used two cylinders, one with paper and one with a plate, and allowed 

up to 8,000 copies an hour. Newspapers benefited from large rotary presses because they could now 

print a large number of copies to distribute to the public.6 Baltimore in particular found the rotary 

press extremely helpful. Arunah Shepherdson Abell first published the Baltimore Sun in 1837. The 

first run of the Sun started on Abell’s press with 15,000 copies.6 The invention of the high-speed 

rotary press allowed the Baltimore Sun to be printed at 20,000 copies per hour, helping to increase 

productivity and circulation.6 
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During the late 19th and early 20th century, mechanizing the composition of type (instead of 

hand setting type) was another major evolution in the print process. The Linotype and Monotype 

machines allowed a worker to type on a keyboard, then the machine would create the cast type out 

of metal. Baltimore has another special relationship to type when it comes to the Linotype machine. 

Ottmar Mergenthaler, a German immigrant, lived and worked in Baltimore when he created the 

Linotype machine (See Appendix I). The Mergenthaler Linotype Company of Baltimore stayed in 

business for nearly 100 years selling linotype machines before the invention of photo typesetting 

machines and the popularization of the personal computer led to print companies no longer 

needing linotype machines.7  

The introduction of the personal computer had a major impact on the printing industry including 

the depersonalization of the printer. In a panel discussion hosted by the Rochester Institute of 

Technology, key changes over the past 20 years for the printing industry were summarized as:

 1) Desktop publishing: the move from typewritten (monospaced) printout to typographic   

     (proportional) printout.

 2) Personalization: the use of specific information to generate printed products, as well as   

      the personal empowerment provided by personal computers and personal printers.8 

Use of the personal computer and the personal printer grew tremendously during the 1980s and 

people began printing at home. Unless you are a graphic designer working in the field, there is a 

slim chance you communicate with any printers for a job you need to print, a shame in a city like 

Baltimore with such a strong history of printing. On-demand printing is another trend that has 

made the relationship between printer and consumer even more impersonal. There is an endless 

supply of Internet companies offering their services for printing postcards or invitations. Shutterfly, 

a company that mainly offered a place to upload your photos and have them printed, has now 

shifted to offering personalized cards of any kind with your photo on the front. Blurb is another 

on demand printing company. Blurb offers photo books, trade books, magazines and more (See 
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Appendix J). This site caters to self-publishers. Many people want a product as fast as it can happen 

and many times these online printers are the fastest and cheapest option. At the same time, recent 

trends are turning back towards knowing and understanding where products come from. I hope to 

bring this renewed appreciation of keeping things local into a resource for Baltimore printing. 

Local    and    Artisanal    Trends    in    Baltimore
Across the board there has been a movement towards the artisanal trends that were once popular 

during the Arts and Crafts movement of the late 19th century. William Morris started the Arts and 

Crafts movement based on a strong dislike of the mass production of anything.9 This movement 

came about during the Industrial Revolution when societies that were once rural became urbanized.10

Factories and mass production changed how the world created and produced products. Because 

mass-produced items could be made cheaply and sold to a large population there was a lack of 

interest in the artist and the skills needed to create anything from furniture to art. A similar 

trend has emerged in the past two decades, with widespread digitalization rather than product 

industrialization. There is a revitalization of artisanal trends occurring in Baltimore.

In many neighborhoods the re-introduction and pride in a craft and handmade products is 

readily apparent from local beer to clothing to print products. Union Craft Brewery located in 

the Woodberry neighborhood of Baltimore near the Jones Falls River is a great example of a local 

company that believes in being part of a community (See Appendix K). Union Craft Brewery 

comes right out and says, “A brewery is the union of beer, its brewers and the community it serves. 

Beer Unites!” By hosting events that feature other local businesses, Union Craft brings together a 

community that wants to buy local products. Baltimore residents know exactly where their money 

goes when they buy a beer from Union Craft Brewery: right back into the community. 

Another Baltimore-based business, Red Prairie Press, is a clothing line that has hand printed items 

(See Appendix L). Besides traveling to arts and craft fairs to make a living, Red Prairie Press joined 

Etsy to show their work to an even wider audience. Many local producers of these handmade, local 
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items are teaming up with sources like Etsy to help spread their craft and skills to more than the 

limited audience of their immediate neighborhoods. Etsy now has over one million artisan sellers 

who have created handmade products to be sold on the site.11 Etsy also allows potential buyers 

to learn a little bit about the artist and their philosophy. Fans of Red Prairie Press can learn the 

following from their Etsy site: 

“Red Prairie Press is now 8 years old, and still run entirely from our 

row house in Baltimore (though, now we have heat, and a bigger 

studio). We are committed to environmentally friendly practices 

including water based inks, some organic fabrics, and as of this year, 

we are now run on 100% wind energy!”12  

This artisanal trend carries over into the world of graphic design and printing as well. Not only 

do people want to know where and how the products they purchase are created, but also graphic 

designers want to know how their work is printed once they send it to a professional printer. A 

local business, Baltimore Print Studios, is located in the Station North neighborhood of Baltimore 

and has had success opening a shop that offers design services, letterpress and screen-printing 

options. Baltimore Print Studio also offers workshops to teach anyone how to letterpress or screen-

print (See Appendix M). These workshops are sold out within minutes almost every month. 

Personally, I have tried for the past several years to sign up for the screen-printing workshop and 

every time it has been sold out. I finally joined the Baltimore Print Studios newsletter and received 

an email mentioning the opening of the July workshop. An hour after the email was sent there were 

only two seats left and I finally reserved my spot to learn how to screen-print. 

The Print and Pour Tour is an event organized by the Production Club of Baltimore. In 2014 their 

tour featured Baltimore letterpress studios including Baltimore Print Studios, Typecast Press and 

Gilah Press and Design. Demos and tours of the letterpress studios were offered to participants and 

beer was provided on the bus ride between locations (See Appendix N). 
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The popularity of these workshops and events demonstrates that Baltimore wants and needs a 

creative community to learn about printers and printing. My project will fill this need by creating a 

resource for this audience. Designers want to understand how their projects are made and printed 

as opposed to sending a digital file and picking up a finished product. 

National    Databases 
There are large databases for the printing industry, but the focus and results of these databases 

aren’t necessarily meant as a resource for designers. According to the Research Monograph of the 

Printing Industry Center at RIT, five sources that collect data on the printing industry include: 

County Business Patterns, Cahner’s Blue Book, Dun & Bradstreet, the Yellow Pages and Trade 

Magazines.13 Some of these databases have minimal information or standards for listing a business 

(i.e. the Yellow Pages publishes duplicate businesses under different owners or print brokers that 

don’t even have equipment).13 These large databases can also vary by up to 20% in the number 

of printer listings included.13 This research made me realize many resources and databases listed 

printing businesses without any real criteria for defining a printer. This is an obvious issue for 

individuals trying to find a business for their printing needs. They also don’t provide specific 

information on the business and what services they offer, or in which specialty they excel. These 

large database sources are not helpful when it comes to finding a printer. My project provides 

profiles of each printer and offers clear, concise information on each business. Even though these 

large databases can be confusing and unhelpful, there is an example of a national resource that 

provides a lot of information when it comes to printing.   

Printing Industries of America’s website is a premier resource for printers. As a member of this site, 

users have access to a lot of information and even as a browsing student I found some very interesting 

topics, but I was still searching for the answer to my question “where to print in Baltimore?” I then 

discovered a site called “Print Access,” which is a service provided by the Printing Industries of 

America. At the time of my research the banner on their site stated that it is “the largest directory 

of print and media resources on the web. Thousands of companies nationwide.”14 This claim is 
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supported by the overwhelming amount of information on this website. Some of the positive 

attributes of this directory are that it has a “search by service” option and a “search by product” option, 

which are helpful tools when seeking a printer for a specific job.  It was also helpful in acquainting me 

with the average consumer in this field and showing what types of jobs people request (See Appendix 

O). My project employs general categories to assist users in identifying information they need to 

complete their print job. In navigating this site, I asked myself a lot of questions about its application 

to people like me (i.e. people living and working in Baltimore), and the needs of the local graphic 

design community. Is it possible that this kind of directory can keep up with the ups and downs of 

every company in every state? Does this directory know when someone goes out of business or if a 

new company starts in an area? Without ties to a community, it is difficult to know what is happening 

on a day-to-day basis. Although this resource is very broad and covers a lot of areas when it comes to 

printing, it does not have the local, community feel that my project creates for Baltimore. 

Local    Resources
In contrast to the Print Access website, there are some Baltimore-based publications that have a finger 

on the pulse of the city. The “Best of” issues in both Baltimore Magazine and City Paper are examples 

of local guides that Baltimore residents look to for information about their own city (See Appendix 

P). Both of these publications focus on different categories such as art, dining or services. A large 

audience responds to this local guide because the information is collected by a trustworthy, locally-

staffed source. Professionals are writing profiles and taking photographs to be included in the ‘Best 

Of’ issue and therefore the quality of information provided in the ‘Best Of’ issues is consistent, unlike 

national sites like Yelp where users can upload any photo and write any information without some 

quality control criteria. I plan on using Baltimore Magazine and City Paper as a guide when it comes 

to creating my project. By collecting information from locals on what they consider a good place to 

print and then researching the company myself I can control the quality of information that will end 

up on my website. Locals will trust the information on my site due to their involvement in creating 

the community. In their current form, existing resources are not sufficient for local graphic designers 

and the locally-based website I created fills this need.
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Detailed    Description    of    Project
After seeing that the options out there for people to use when searching for local printers were 

not as useful as I thought they should be, I decided to create my own local database in the form of a 

website of printers in Baltimore. 

I used Baltimore Magazine, City Paper and Print Access as a guide while creating my project. By 

collecting information from local consumers about what they consider a good place to print and 

then researching the company myself, I controlled the quality and consistency of information on my 

website. Locals will trust the information on my site because they are the ones who helped to create 

the community. 

Target    Audience
This project will cater to the needs of local graphic designers, graphic design students and other 

artists in the Baltimore area. It will also be helpful to professionals moving to Baltimore who want 

to get to know the graphic design community in which they will be working. 

Survey    Results
My website allows graphic designers and creatives in Baltimore to access local information about 

printing. I accomplished this by creating a survey to gather information from local designers regarding 

what is important to them when it comes to printing. The qualities they rated as most important when 

it comes to printing helped determine what information went onto my website and what was featured 

in the profiles of local printers. I sent my survey to B’More Creatives, a local woman-based creative 

community in Baltimore (See Appendix Q to see survey questions and full results). 

Within the B’More Creatives network, 65 graphic designers responded to the survey. The 

respondents represented a range of varying experience in the graphic design world.  Eight (8) 

percent have been graphic designers for 0-2 years, 18.5% have been graphic designers for 2-5 years, 
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26% have been designers for 5-10 years, 23% have been designers for 10-15 years and 24.5% have 

been graphic designers for 15 years or more. 

The question about place of employment yielded a wide variety of careers: 26% freelance, 13% own 

their own design agency, 16.5% work for a design agency, 36% work for a company in-house, 2 % 

are contract workers for a company and 6.5% work in some other capacity as a graphic designer 

including a tech company, a map printing company, a design student who freelances and someone 

looking for work. This diversity of pathways in the graphic design field ensured that my survey 

captured a broad array of potential user needs.

I wanted to determine how many print vendors these graphic designers currently use when 

working on projects. My survey revealed that 64% only use 1-3 vendors when working on their 

projects, 25.5% have 3-6 vendors in their repertoire, 7% use 6-9 vendors and 3.5% use 9 or more. I 

also asked how many vendors they used in the past and the results rose especially in the 9 or more 

category. I discovered that 32% formerly used 1-3 print vendors, 37% used 3-6 vendors, 7% used 

6-9 vendors and 24% used 9 or more jumping from 6.5% being currently used. Of graphic designers 

surveyed, 92% of the graphic designers use the same print vendor for specific jobs.

The main priority of my survey was to determine what was important to graphic designers when it 

comes to searching for a print vendor. I wanted to learn what was important to them in order to help 

design my website and search categories. I included the following categories: Cost, Green initiatives, 

Locally owned, Expertise/Customer Service, Colleague References, Print References or other reasons. 

A large percentage of respondents (77.5%) reported that cost was the most important factor. Expertise/

customer service placed second with 74% of survey participants ranking it as important. Being locally-

owned ranked third at 38%, followed by referenced by a colleague at 34.5%. Print references was 26%, 

other reasons such as quality, quick turn-around times and an established relationship with the printer 

and green initiatives produced results of 15.5% and 12% respectively. 
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Lastly and also importantly, I inquired how these graphic designers search for print vendors. Not 

surprisingly, 91% ask a friend or colleague, 30% use Google, 16% had some other way of searching 

such as ads in industry magazines, personal knowledge based on industry experience or the Production 

Club of Baltimore Paper Show and 2% use a national directory. It’s very clear from these results that a 

national directory does not help designers in Baltimore find a place to print. My website fills the need 

left by the gap between that national directory and asking a friend or searching Google. 

The results of this survey guided me in deciding what type of information to include in the profile 

sections for each printer. These profiles provide useful information to designers such as location, 

phone number, website, photo and video that I captured during my visit to the printer and the services 

they provide. Printer profiles are divided into categories that the user can filter though to find a printer 

that will serve the purpose they need to finish a project or help them find more information about a 

specific printer. Through my survey and personal research I was able to develop a list of categories. 

These categories include:

 - Prepress

 - Offset Printing

 - Digital Printing

 - Exhibition Printing

 - Specialty

 - Finishing & Binding

 - Mailing Services

 - Promotional Products

 - Presses

 -Sustainability

Within many of these main categories are more refined search options that will help further refine 

search results. These search terms will be expanded and modified as I interview additional print 

vendors and incorporate their contributions to the site.
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Prepress includes:

- Film-Negatives

- 4 color proof

- Scanning

- Color Correction

Offset Printing includes:

-1 color

-2 color

-4 color

-6 color

-Metallic Ink

-Opac Ink

-PMS Color

-White Ink

-Pocket Folder

-Large Runs 500 or more

Digital Printing includes: 

-Newsletters

-Brochures

-Business stationary

-Flyers

-Booklets

-Postcards

-Posters

-Packaging

-Books
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-White ink

-Black & white 

-Marketing material

-Magazines

-Programs

-Directories

-Annual reports

-Pocket folders

-Short runs

-Variable data 

Exhibition Printing includes:

-Wall Elephant

-Trade Show Displays

-Posters

-Banners

-Signs

-Backlit Displays

-Window Graphics

-Point of Purchase Displays

-Bus Shelter Signs

-Flags

-Light Pole Banners

-Long-term Outdoor Graphics

-Presentations

-Architectural Signage

-Wall Murals

-Floor Graphics
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-Retail Merchandising

-Retail Store Rollouts

-Showroom Displays

-Lightbox Displays

-Portable Displays

-Pull-Up Banner Stands

-Custom Fabrication

-Vinyl

-Canvas Wraps

-Museum Exhibit Graphics

Specialty includes:

-Digital Photography Prints

-Fine Art Printing & Giclee

-Digital & Slide Scanning

-Film Positives & Negatives

-Embossing

-Foil Stamping

-Screen printing

-Letterpress

-Alpha Colors

-Laser Engraving

Finishing & Binding includes:

-Folding

-Cutting

-Scoring

-Trimming
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-Perimeter Trim

-Laminating

-UV Coating

-Die Cutting

-Kiss Cutting

-Drilling

-Perforation

-Stapling

-Corner Rounding

-Wir-O and Spiral binding

-Saddlestitching

-Side Stitching

-Case Binding

-GBC Binding

-Perfect Binding

-Lay-flat Binding

-Tape Binding

-Plastic Coil Binding

-Ring Binders

-Post Binding

-Velo Binding

-Shrink Wrapping

-Framing

-Mounting

Mailing Services include:

-Return Address Printing

-Indicia Printing
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-Fixed Message printing

-Colored ink-jet highlight Printing

-Return Service Requested

-Address Service Requested

-Change Service Requested

-Forwarding Service Requested

-Variable Message Printing

-Direct ink-jet Addressing

-Zip+4 Barcode Imprinting

-Direct delivery to Post Office

-Metering

-NCOA (National Change of Address) verification

-Manual Envelope Inserting

-Tabs

-Wafer seal

-Folding

-Inserting

-Postage affixing

-Data correction and entry

-Fulfillment

-Merge/purge

-List maintenance and purchasing

-Labeling

Sustainability includes:

-Green Seal

-Green-e Marketplace

-FSC (Forest Stewardship Council
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-SFI (Sustainable Forest Initiative)

-PEFC

-Carbon Neutral

-Processed Chlorine Free

-EPA Green Power Partnership

-SGP (Sustainable Green Printing) Partnership

-Rainforest Alliance

-Green Press Initiative

The Presses category currently includes the presses listed on the sites of the four printers that have full 

profiles and will grow with each printer profile that is added in the future. The Promotional Products 

category does not include any sub categories (See Appendix R for hierarchy of search terms).
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Style
After creating the content of my website, my focus shifted to styling. I needed to create a logo, color 

scheme and typefaces that ensured an appropriate fit with my concept of a final product without 

taking away from the informational content on the website. 

First I selected a name for my project (“Print Baltimore”), and began working on a logo. I wanted to 

keep it clean and fresh so I selected a sans-serif typeface. I used two typefaces for the logo, Bebas and 

Avenir. Bebas is a tall, condensed uppercase typeface that was used for the word “Print” and Avenir 

Light is a wide, open typeface that was used for the word “Baltimore.” Both Bebas and Avenir Light 

worked well together and balanced each other out for a clean and fresh logo (See Appendix S). To 

add a bit of Baltimore style I decided to put a line of stars in the logo as well. As Baltimore natives 

may have seen, stars adorn many building in the city. 

I initially created my logo in black and white and then filled in the logo with my color choices.

In keeping with the clean and fresh feel for my logo, I selected a color scheme that was not dark or 

off-putting to the public. I selected colors that convey a  bright and friendly feel to create my final 

logo and support my website including greens, yellows, and melon (See Appendix T). 

I decided to use a serif typeface throughout the website. Because there is the possibility of large 

amounts of text, a serif typeface made more sense to make sure readability was not an issue. I 

selected Google Font Crimson Text for the body of the website (See Appendix U). 

Each category on the site was assigned an icon. There were no pre-made sets of icons that would work 

for the categories I created so I had an illustrator create a set of personalized icons. Sarah Elizabeth 

Campbell, a friend, drew a variety of icons from which I was able to choose the ones that best fit my 

concept. The selected icons were scanned and sent to me. I then vectorized each icon and chose the 

colors that would best work in terms of visibility of the icons on the website (See Appendix V).
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Home    Page
I was able to find a WordPress template, Listable, which was perfect for creating databases with a 

lot of information to sort through. Listable allows interactive searching and lets users narrow down 

their results in an easy manner (See Appendix W). 

The home page of the website welcomes users to Print Baltimore, shows the categories that will 

be seen throughout the site, offers a featured monthly printer and explains the Print Baltimore 

Certified badge that can be seen on some of the printer profile pages. All of the photography on the 

website was taken at the Baltimore Museum of Industry (See Appendix X to view all home page and 

photography throughout the site).

New designers might not know the differences between the categories. In order to guide these new 

designers or non-designers to the right categories I gave a brief description of each category on the 

home page. These descriptions specify which services are offered for each category (See Appendix Y). 

Prepress:

Everything that happens before your work is actually printed. Color-proofing to typesetting, image 

correction to low-res proofs are just a few of the jobs that happen in prepress.

Offset Printing:

Designers have more options when it comes to choosing paper type and matching color for their 

project. Offset is also great for large runs. Using an offset printer for large runs can save a lot of money.

Digital Printing:

Very fast option for tight deadlines and small budgets. Using digital printers allows a designer to 

customize each piece, also known as variable data. This is great for mailing lists or ad campaigns. 

Digital printers are also catching up to offset printers with color quality.
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Exhibition Printing:

Usually digitally printed on large format printers, exhibition printing can range from museum 

exhibit graphics to canvas wraps to bus shelter signs.

 

Specialty:

Specialty printing such as laser engraving, letterpress or screen printing can add an extra flare to 

your project.

Promotional Products: 

Do you need a coffee mug with your company’s name on it? Maybe you need some pens or a golf 

towel… if you do, then this is the section to look for while searching through the printers.

Finishing & Binding:

Everything that happens to your project after it has been printed. Folding, scoring, laminating, die 

cutting or perfect binding.

Mailing Services:

Many printers are now offering mailing services to spare their customers from running around to 

different companies to finish a project and get it to the client. Using variable data, ad campaigns can 

be sent to individuals without the designer having to set up individual files for each person. Printers 

will also affix postage and deliver your project to the post office.

Sustainability:

Sustainability in printing is becoming a big topic in the graphic design world. Many companies are 

now required to use printers that are specifically certified for the way their company prints and 

handles paper and ink. Search for certifications here.
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The Print Baltimore Certified badge is a very important aspect of my project. Without double-

checking with the print vendors to learn if the information on their websites is up-to-date, 

passing that information on to the users of Print Baltimore would be unhelpful. I created the Print 

Baltimore Certified badge to show that I personally visited that print vendor and verified the 

information provided on the profile page. The badge will be added to more print vendors as I visit 

and update the website (See Appendix Z).

Printers
The bulk of the work on the website was completing the database and making certain that users are 

able to have an in-depth search engine to help find the printers that would suit their needs. I created 

taxonomies for each category and populated each with the search terms listed under each main category. 

By creating a taxonomy for each category, I was able to provide users with the opportunity to search for 

very specific options under the main categories (See Appendix AA to view Printer page and taxonomies). 

After creating these taxonomies, I created a Facet for each category. A Facet is a search widget that allows 

me to pull from the information under the taxonomy that was created earlier. Users can search multiple 

terms with the checkbox application found in the Facet widget (See Appendix BB). 

Creating a complete guide to printing in Baltimore will be an ongoing process that will have to 

be completed over a period of time. It will take constant updating and research to keep a local 

guide up-to-date. For my thesis I completed full profiles on four printers in and around Baltimore 

including Mount Royal Printing (an offset and digital printer in Baltimore), Alpha Graphics (a 

digital printer in Baltimore), Gilah Press + Design (a letterpress printer in Baltimore) and Indigo 

Ink (a digital printer in Columbia).

I visited each of these four printers to verify specific details on what they offer and their approach to their 

work. I gathered information on the services they provided and took photographs to add to the profile 

page (See Appendix CC). 
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Videos
As described in the research section above, people want to know where their products come from 

and who works there. I was able to meet this need with short videos featuring each printer. Using a 

journalistic approach, the videos will not become an advertisement for the print vendor but rather 

will focus on the printer, their employees and the community they serve. 

Each video was shot on location with a Nikon D3S and a Nikon D500 including interviews and b-roll 

(See Appendix DD to view full video page). I interviewed owners and sales reps about the employees 

working in each shop, the services they provide, what it means to be a printer in and around Baltimore 

and why they do what they do. Music was licensed from William Naughton on Beatpix.com. 

Workshops    &    Outings
In order to keep this project from being only a fancy yellow page of printers in Baltimore I wanted 

to include a section focused on education in printing. Baltimore is a “maker” town and has a wide 

variety of studios and companies that are offering workshops in many subjects. Baltimore Print 

Studios on North Ave. offers letterpress and screen printing workshops monthly along with a few 

other special workshops throughout the year. The Foundry in Port Covington is a makerspace 

(i.e. community center with resources for makers) that offers classes and workshops such as laser 

engraving, screen printing, vinyl cutting and many others.

I created a section on this page to list the monthly workshops that are available in Baltimore. There 

is no other place that lists all of the workshops in the city for anyone to see. Currently, users need 

to visit each site separately to see what is available in a given month. I want to make it as easy as 

possible for graphic designers or anyone interested in printing to find everything that is out there 

to learn as much as possible. Print Baltimore currently has workshops from Baltimore Print Studios 

and The Foundry listed and will add more as they are identified (See Appendix EE).

Delivery
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Since education is an important aspect of Print Baltimore, I want to continue to discover learning 

opportunities and share them with students and graphic designers in Baltimore. Christine Walsh, 

owner of Alpha Graphics, offered to host a workshop for Print Baltimore. 

I also spoke with the Print and Graphics Association Mid-Atlantic located in Columbia. PAGAMA, 

as they are affectionately known, is an organization for print vendors that help with professional 

development, advocacy, workforce development, networking and many other aspects of a business.

I spoke with the PAGAMA’s Vice President about my project and my desire to find a way to help 

educate students like myself about printing. He told me that PAGAMA had just started working on 

a program about print education but it was really for those who would be working at a print shop 

and not necessarily for graphic designers. When I told him that these classes sounded interesting 

and that I would like to take them and learn more about printing and I believe many of my fellow 

students would as well, he was very excited.

PAGAMA offers 4 classes that are very in-depth because they were made to help people start 

careers in the printing world. Each class is 6 weeks long, 2 sessions a week and 3 hours per session. 

After each class is completed, participants have to take a test in order to be officially certified in one 

of these four areas, Digital Production Printing, Introduction to Graphic Communications, Offset 

Press and Binding & Finishing, and Digital File Preparation (See Appendix FF). 

I told the Vice President that if these classes could be pared down to a one day or weekend class that 

it would be very helpful for working students to attend and learn more about printing. I really look 

forward to seeing where this path might lead in the future.

Baltimore    History
While working on my thesis I visited the Baltimore Museum of Industry located in Locust Point. 

Delivery
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The museum has a print shop with volunteers that demonstrate multiple presses that date back hundreds 

of years. While I was in the print shop, a man named Ray Loomis was demonstrating the Linotype 

machine. Ottmar Mergenthaler invented the Linotype machine in Baltimore. I began talking with Ray 

and found that he has been printing since he was 14 years old and learned how to use the Linotype 

machine when he was young (See Appendix GG). Ray also worked for two Baltimore newspapers, The 

News American and The Baltimore Sun. 

I believe it was important to document Ray’s life in printing and specifically his vast knowledge of 

printing in Baltimore. The Baltimore Museum of Industry gave permission to film Ray inside the 

museum demonstrating the Linotype machine. I interviewed Ray with the help of Jessica Pfanner on the 

second camera (See Appendix HH). 

Ray gave me a thumb drive that had video from The Baltimore Sun in the 1920’s. 

The four-part documentary was called “Seeing the Sun” and explained the process of how the 

newspaper was made starting from gathering the news to selling the paper on the street. Part of this 

documentary showed multiple printing processes used by The Sun including the Linotype, Monotype, 

the photographic process of printing and the final process of printing the paper on web presses. With 

permission from the Baltimore Sun, I used portions of “Seeing the Sun” on my website to show a few 

printing processes from the early 20th century. 

Local    Artists    and    Printing
As I was researching printing in Baltimore, I came across an artist at Artscape named Annie Howe who 

creates handmade paper cuts. I noticed that she had laser cut versions of her work as well as her original 

hand cut versions. I started talking to Annie about her work and where she gets her pieces printed. Many 

places were in Maryland but a few were out of state. I got together with her a few weeks later and we 

talked about printing and Annie’s work and decided to collaborate on an original handmade paper cut for 

my project. I was able to see this project come to life step-by-step from sketches to a final printed piece. 

Annie and I wanted to go to finish this project by going to a local printer to have them laser cut the piece.

Delivery
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Annie and I travelled to Gaithersburg and spent the day at Jumbie Industries laser cutting on a 

variety of materials and exploring all the possibilities Jumbie Industries had to offer. Jay Selway 

(owner of Jumbie Industries) was excited to try something new and wanted to make sure we had 

amazing projects to take home. My Print Baltimore piece was 3-feet tall and cut out of steel. It was 

then rusted and sealed to finalize the weathered look (See Appendix II). 

While working on the handmade paper cut with Annie, I was introduced to Val Lucas of Bowerbox 

Press. Val runs a letterpress shop out of her home in Monkton and also creates original woodcuts 

to use for printing. We collaborated as well to create an original woodcut for my thesis and print 

together at her shop in Monkton. I was able to learn about letterpress printing and printing from 

woodcuts on older machines. I also bought an old Kelcy press from Val and started to clean it up 

and bring it back to life in order to print things of mine own (See Appendix JJ). 

Instagram
I created a social media account on Instagram to help document many of my trips to local printers 

and artist studios. Users can view some of these Instagram photos on the printer profile pages. To 

see all of the photos including those on the printer profile page and my adventures with local artists, 

users can follow me at @printbaltimore on Instagram (See Appendix KK).

Budget
I purchased a microphone to use for interviews and licensed music for the videos portion of Print 

Baltimore. I also purchased a WordPress theme and hosted it on DreamHost as well as a few things 

to help my website work in the way it should including a Facet Widget and the Field Editor Widget.

While visiting local artists Annie Howe and Val Lucas, I traded photographic work for their time 

and expertise making art for Print Baltimore and I purchased a Kelsey Press from Val Lucas to 

experiment with printing techniques.
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Wireless Mic- $386

Music Liscense- $5

DreamHost Web Hosting- $286

WordPress Theme- $50

Facet Widget- $79

Field Editor Widget- $39

Kelsey Press & Accessories- $400

The    Future
I plan on continuing this project in the future. I know that this site will need to be updated and 

changed frequently to be useful. I already have a list of printers that I plan to add to capture my 

interactions with the people I have met over the course of this project. 

I’ve been speaking with AIGA Baltimore in hopes that we can move this project forward and get it 

out to a wide audience. While the specifics have yet to be determined, I am enthusiastic about the 

potential of expanding this project. 

I also plan to work with PAGAMA to help them develop workshops or weekend classes for 

those interested in learning more in-depth details about printing. I also plan to continue working 

with printers to host open houses for students so they can readily see what is available and how 

communicating more effectively with a printer can make their work shine.
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APPENDIX A

Gutenberg Press.

APPENDIX B

Mary Katherine Goddard.
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APPENDIX C

Mary Katherine Goddard’s The Maryland Journal and Baltimore Advertiser.
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APPENDIX D

Mary Katherine Goddard published the first copy of the Declaration of 
Independence that included signatures.
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Illustration of Stanhope Press, 1800

From Robert Hoeʼs A Short History of the Printing Press and of Improvements in Printing

Machinery from the Time of Gutenberg up to the Present Day (1902).

Harry Ransom Center: Gutenberg Bible Primary Source Education Module

http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/exhibitions/education/modules

APPENDIX E

Cast Iron Press.
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re e ʼs oo e Fr me e te  o er ress  
From Robert Hoeʼs  ort H stor  o  t e r t  ress  o  m ro eme ts  r t

er  rom t e me o  te ber   to t e rese t  
Harry Ransom Center: Gutenberg Bible Primary Source Education Module

http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/exhibitions/education/modules

APPENDIX F

Electric hand-operated press.

APPENDIX G

Cylinder Press.

Single Small Cylinder Press, 1832

From Robert Hoeʼs A Short History of the Printing Press and of Improvements in Printing

Machinery from the Time of Gutenberg up to the Present Day (1902).

Harry Ransom Center: Gutenberg Bible Primary Source Education Module

http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/exhibitions/education/modules
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APPENDIX H

Rotary Press.

Bullock Press, 1865

From Robert Hoeʼs A Short History of the Printing Press and of Improvements in Printing

Machinery from the Time of Gutenberg up to the Present Day (1902).

Harry Ransom Center: Gutenberg Bible Primary Source Education Module

http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/exhibitions/education/modules
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APPENDIX I

Ottmar Mergenthaler- inventor of the Linotype machine.

Linotype machine.
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APPENDIX J

Screenshot from Blurb.com.

APPENDIX K

Union Craft Brewing beer can designs.
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Red Prairie Press T-shirt.

APPENDIX L
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APPENDIX M

Screenshot from Baltimore Print Studios workshop page.
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Print and Pour tour poster.

APPENDIX N

APPENDIX O

Screenshot from Print Access website.
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Screenshot from Baltimore Magazine’s “Best Of Baltimore” issue.

APPENDIX P
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Question 1: How long have you been a graphic designer?
Answered: 65
Skipped: 0

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

0-2 years

2-5 years

5-10 years

10-15 years

15 years or more

Question 2: Where do you work?
Answered: 61
Skipped: 4

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

Freelance

Own a design agency

Work for a design 
agency

Contract in-house at 
a design agency

In-house for a 
company

Contract in-house at 
a company

Other

APPENDIX Q- SURVEY RESULTS
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Question 3: How many print vendors do you currently use?
Answered: 59
Skipped: 6

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

1-3

3-6

6-9

9 or more

Question 4: How many print vendors have you used in the past?
Answered: 59
Skipped: 6

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

1-3

3-6

6-9

9 or more

APPENDIX Q- CONT
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Question 5: Do you go to the same print vendor for specific job types?
Answered: 59
Skipped: 6

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

Yes

No

Question 6: What do you find important when searching for a print vendor?
Answered: 58
Skipped: 7

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

Cost

Green

Locally Owned

Expertise/customer service

Collegues/references

Print references

Other

APPENDIX Q- CONT
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Question 7: How do you search for print vendors?
Answered: 57
Skipped: 8

0%          10%           20%            30%           40%           50%            60%           70%           80%           90%      100% 

Ask a friend or 
colleague

Google

National directory

Yellow Pages

Other

Question 8: Would you find a website with information on local printers helpful?
Answered: 53
Skipped: 12

Yes

APPENDIX Q- CONT
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Question 9: List your top 5 print vendors and why you use them.
Answered: 44
Skipped: 21

Alpha Graphics  
Indigo Ink  
Schmitz Press  
Cavanaugh Press  
Mosaic  
Epic Litho  
Color Graphics(california)  
K&W Finishing  
Gilah Press  
Friendship Creative Printers 
Mount Royal Printing  
Vistaprint  
Cogar(Middle River)  
Signs by Tomorrow(Fullerton) 
Peabody Press  
Uptown  
Swansons  
Work Printing  
McArdle  
InTandem  
Sights Production  
JH Furst  

Fastsigns  
District Creative Printing 
Spencer Printing  
Atlantic Exhibits  
H&N/RR Donnelly 
SG360  
Chromagraphics  
Creative Print Group 
Smartpress  
Curry  
Advance Printing PCA  
Baltimore Print Studios 
GotPrint.com  
Baltimore Color Plate  
H.G. Roebuck  
GraphTec  
Art-Litho  
Linemark  
Goetz(alexandria) 
Taylored(portsmoth, va) 
Peake-DeLancey  
McCabes  

Typecast  
Tray Printing Images  
Sir Speedy  
Next Day Flyers 
YGS  
High Mountain Signs  
VSP  
HBP  
Caskey  
Ridge Printing  
4over.com  
48hourprint  
Catalog King  
Atmosphere Printing 
Williams & Heintz Map Corporation 
Severn Graphics 

APPENDIX Q- CONT
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-Newsletters
-Brochures
-Business stationary
-Flyers
-Booklets
-Postcards
-Posters
-Packaging
-Books
-White ink
-Black & white 
-Marketing material
-Magazines
-Programs
-Directories
-Annual reports
-Pocket folders
-Short runs
-Variable data

Digital   Print Offset   Print

- 1 color
- 2 color
- 4 color
- 6 color
-Metallic Ink
- Opac Ink
- PMS Color
- White Ink
- Varnishes
- Pocket Folder
- Large Runs 500 or more

prepress

- Film-Negatives
- 4 color proof
- Scanning
- Color Correction

-Wall Elephant
-Trade Show Displays
-Posters
-Banners
-Signs
-Backlit Displays
-Window Graphics
-Point of Purchase Displays
-Bus Shelter Signs
-Flags
-Light Pole Banners
-Long-term Outdoor Graphics
-Presentations
-Architectural Signage
-Wall Murals
-Floor Graphics
-Retail Merchandising
-Retail Store Rollouts
-Showroom Displays
-Lightbox Displays
-Portable Displays
-Pull-Up Banner Stands
-Custom Fabrication
-Vinyl
-Canvas Wraps
-Museum Exhibit Graphics

-Folding
-Cutting
-Scoring
-Trimming
-Perimeter Trim
-Laminating
-Framing
-Mounting
-UV Coating
-Die Cutting
-Kiss Cutting
-Drilling
-Perforation
-Stapling
-Corner Rounding
-Shrink Wrapping
-Wir-O and Spiral binding
-Saddlestitching
-Side Stitching
-Case Binding
-GBC Binding
-Perfect Binding
-Lay-flat Binding
-Tape Binding
-Plastic Coil Binding
-Ring Binders
-Post Binding
-Velo Binding

Exhibition   graphics Finishing   &   Binding specialty

-Digital Photography Prints
-Fine Art Printing & Giclee
-Digital & Slide Scanning
-Film Postitives & Negatives
-Embossing
-Foil Stamping
-Screen printing
-Letterpress
-Alpha Colors
-Laser Engraving

APPENDIX R

Main search categories and their refined/smaller search terms.
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-Return address printing
-Indicia printing
-Fixed message printing
-Colored ink-jet highlight printing
-Return service requested
-Address service requested
-Change service requested
-Forwarding service requested
-Variable message printing
-Direct ink-jet addressing
-Zip+4 barcode imprinting
-Direct delivery to post office
-Metering
-Ncoa (national change of address) 
verification
-Manual envelope inserting
-Tabs
-Wafer seal
-Folding
-Inserting
-Postage affixing
-Data correction and entry
-Fullfillment
-Merge/perge
-List maintenance and purchasing
-Labeling

Mailing   services Sustainability

-Green Seal
-Green-e Marketplace
-FSC (Forest Stewardship Council
-SFI (Sustainable Forest Initiative)
-PEFC
-Carbon Neutral
-Processed Chlorine Free
-EPA Green Power Partnership
-SGP (Sustainable Green Printing) 
Partnership
-Rainforest Alliance
-Green Press Initiative

Promotional   productspresses

-Presses are added according 
to full printer profiles.

Main search categories and their refined/smaller search terms.

APPENDIX R- CONT
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APPENDIX S

Typefaces Bebas and Avenir Light.

APPENDIX T

Print Baltimore Logo in Black & White and color options.

bebas
AVENIR LIGHT
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Crimson Text, typeface used for body copy on website.

APPENDIX U
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APPENDIX V

Icon skteches.

Icon vector.
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APPENDIX V- CONT

Complete icons with color.
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APPENDIX W

Screenshots from WordPress theme Listable.
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APPENDIX W- CONT

Screenshots from WordPress theme Listable.
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APPENDIX X

Print Baltimore home page screenshot.
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APPENDIX X- CONT

Photographs taken at the Baltimore Museum of Industry.
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APPENDIX X- CONT

Photographs taken at the Baltimore Museum of Industry.
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APPENDIX Y

Explanation of categories on home page.

APPENDIX Z

Print Baltimore Certified badge.
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APPENDIX AA

Printers page screenshot.
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APPENDIX AA- CONT

Taxonomies created to make categories searchable within website.
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APPENDIX BB

Facets used to create widgets that allow for easy searching on website.
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APPENDIX CC

Mount Royal Printing profile page.
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APPENDIX CC- CONT

Indigo Ink profile page.
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APPENDIX CC- CONT

Gilah Press + Design profile page.
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APPENDIX CC- CONT

Alpha Graphics profile page.
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APPENDIX DD

Video page.
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APPENDIX DD- CONT

Video page close up of Printers section.
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APPENDIX DD- CONT

Video page close up of Baltimore History section.
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APPENDIX EE

Workshops & Outings page.
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APPENDIX FF

Printing & Graphic Association Midatlantic Introduction to Graphic Communications class overview.
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APPENDIX FF-CONT

Printing & Graphic Association Midatlantic Introduction to Graphic Communications class overview.
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APPENDIX FF- CONT

Printing & Graphic Association Midatlantic Introduction to Graphic Communications class overview.
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APPENDIX FF- CONT

Printing & Graphic Association Midatlantic Introduction to Graphic Communications class overview.
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APPENDIX GG

Ray Loomis in 1947 at a Linotype machine.

APPENDIX HH

Ray Loomis and myself after filming at the Baltimore Museum of Industry.
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Annie Howe creating a papercut of the Linotype machine.

APPENDIX II
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Annie Howe and Jay Selway of Jumbie Industries creating a metal cut version of the papercut Annie created.

APPENDIX II- CONT
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Prepared 10/5/2016 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Okay- forgive the super rough sketch! 

 
The papercut above is  a test to see how the the machine would look cut out-  I was not even sure 
how this would look so after a super quick attempt., I think that I can really make a cut of the 
machine work based off of the photos I have seen. I left a lot of details off for now but, would 
add more in when doing the final cut. 
 
The sketch on the left would include the papercut of the machine in the center cut in a detailed 
way.The background would be a map of the area where the linotype was manufactured in Bmore 
 
The banner at the top could be where you updated informations 
The  type could be at the bottom that says Print Baltimore 
Is there other things you need it to say? 

APPENDIX II- CONT

FInal metal cut of Print Baltimore piece.

Annie and myself waiting for metal version to be cut.

Print Baltimore vector.

Print Baltimore initial sketch.
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APPENDIX JJ

Kelsy Press bought from Val Lucas.
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APPENDIX JJ- CONT

Sketch and woodcut of Ottmar Mergenthaler from Val Lucas.

Final prints of Ottmar Mergenthaler from Val Lucas’s studio.
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APPENDIX KK- INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT
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